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My First Lesson in Social Media….
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What Social Media Isn’t 
Social Media is not….
• A networking site, a blog or piece of technology 

• Social media is an organizational and cultural shift in how we 
communicate and interact as individuals and as organizations  

• Platforms may come and go but social media is here to stay

• A substitute for traditional communications efforts 
• Complimentary part of a broader communications effort 
• No such thing as “Social Media Pixie Dust” 

• Something to dive into without a plan 
• Having a Facebook page is not a strategy it’s a tactic 

• Is not mistake proof
Not Reversible- But  Repairable!  

Where it all began 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UlJku_CSyNg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UlJku_CSyNg
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Why is it so Hard?!?

Content 
Management 

Creating real & relevant content       
and Knowing how to use it

Platform 
Management 

Selecting and Applying Best 
Practices  

Community 
Management 

Managing your community of 
followers 
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Audience & Objectives Before all else!

 Promote Awareness, Engagement and Advocacy within 
primary audience(s)- Members and HR Professionals 

– Empower Advocates with resources, information and a 
forum to share their thoughts and connect with each other

 Enhance SHRM’s standing as the subject-matter-expert in 
HR practices within the business community and HR trade 
publication circles 

– Foster SHRM’s “Global Thought Leader”
 Promote SHRM’s Products and Professional Offerings  

– Define and Promote the “Value of Membership” (tangible 
and intangible) 
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SHRM’s Take: 
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Know Your Brand & Who’s Talking About It

Even if you’re “not out there”….You’re “out there”

Advocates 

Adversaries 

Skeptics 

Neutral 
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Your Mission….Your Audience… Your Objectives…

Then you choose platforms that fit

Then Follow the 90-9-1 Rule
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Social Recruiting 
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9“War For Talent” Gets Tougher! 

68% of new 
hires will not 
be with their 
organization 
in 5 years! 
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73% of recruiters have hired someone thru social media*

Which of the following social media sites have you used to 
hire candidates?
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Time for a Poll!

*Jobvite, 2014

Twitter
Facebook
LinkedIn
Pinterest
Google+
Other

New Ideas For Recruiting
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Content is Still King
• What is your firm’s value proposition?

• Why would someone want to work for you?

• Does the message you send on social reflect your 
company’s culture? Do people enjoy working there?

• What are the benefits, perks, reasons to join?

• Make it Mobile!! 

• Share, share and share again
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Things to Remember 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Create content that generates engagement. Your method is your messageYou should be forever painting a portrait of why someone would want to come and work for you – versus the competition and you can do that thru the messaging your sending across social media. Some recruiters are engaging in different messaging on different platforms. For example, some use LinkedIN to search for, contact, keep tabs on, and vet candidates. Studies show others use Facebook to showcase their employer brand, generate employee referrals, post jobs, and vet candidates pre and post interview; some use Twitter to do the same. Others are using Instagram, SnapChat, and Vine to showcase company culture – and to find talent by highlighting their brand. [[READ SLIDE]]
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Apps for That

Use Social Media to Engage Staff to Foster 
Better Hires Later
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New Ideas For Recruiting

Tap Existing Talent to Help You Find 
New Talent

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Part of improving your employment brand TO ATTRACT quality candidates means being more social – with your employees.There are many, apps on the market that allow employees to be more socialYammer, Chatter, which mimic Facebook’s functionality are two and there’s a new one called Foko or Photo Sharing for Work. Foko is an Instagram for Employees – it allows employees to take photos and share them with their colleagues – which can improve engagement. According to a recent Hay Group study, companies generated 2.5 times more revenue with engaged employees than competitors with low employee engagement levels. The Corporate Leadership Council’s study found that highly engaged employees were 87% less likely to leave their companies than their disengaged counterparts. They happier your employees are the MORE LIKELY THEY ARE TO REFER NEW EMPLOYEES to YOUR ORGANIZATIONS and you can improve that engagement BOTH by recruiting on social and embracing social within the enterprise.

http://www.talentculture.com/uncategorized/how-to-use-instagram-to-recruit-5-easy-steps-infographic/
http://www.talentculture.com/uncategorized/how-to-use-instagram-to-recruit-5-easy-steps-infographic/
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Consider
They share Funny, Useful, Cool & 

Balanced information

25% is about company culture

25% is fun

13

25% is job postings

25% focuses on how to 
get hired

Your ratio depends on your 
voice and the channel

New Ideas For Recruiting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Time for another case study – I want you to consider YELP  – THE ONLINE REVIEW SITE and it’s social media recruitment strategyThe STANDARD RECRUITING PRACTICE FOR ALL CONTENT THEY USE FOR SOCIAL CHANNELS IS READ SLIDEYour ratio will depend on what voice and channels you use. Figure out what each network means to your companyThe key component here is that  IT BALANCES ITS CONTENTSo are you going to be more irreverent on Instagram? Are you going to post jobs solely on LinkedIn? Are you going to use Twitter to share industry information and share the information of others? Are you going to use Facebook or all mediums to address concerns? You should. Yelp isn’t alone. Certainly most innovative recruiters are using LinkedIn’s massive database to source passive candidates by conducting Boolean search strings, leveraging their network, and assessing data and behaviors from candidate profiles to determine whether or not they’ll be a good fit for the company or are ready to leave their present employer. But there are so many other things you can do.One of the key takeaways I want you to remember today is that in order to be truly successful at social media recruitment, attract the best candidates you should NOT rely on just one channel to interact with talent. Consider a multi-channel social recruitment strategy. Some recruiters are engaging in different messaging on different platforms. For example, some use LinkedIN to search for, contact, familiarize themselves with, keep tabs on, and vet candidates. Others use Facebook to showcase their employer brand, generate employee referrals, post jobs, and vet candidates pre and post interview; some use Twitter to do the same. Others are using Instagram, SnapChat, and Vine to showcase company culture – to paint a picture of what it is like to work at their company.
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• Familiarize Yourself with Social Platforms

• Develop a Talent / Community-Management Team  

• Never Underestimate the Power of Referrals

• Measure your success strategically; not in likes or 
shares but bottom line results

• Take a Multi-Channel, Yet Prioritized Approach 

What You Can Do Today

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Familiarize Yourself With Social Recruiting Platforms: It goes far beyond using LinkedIn.Cultivate a Talent Community and Remember, those communities aren’t static and confined just to your career site. They can be on Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, Google+, just remember these communities live in different environments, and can be pointed back to your information in the places where people congregate – across the social web.  Then funnel them into your candidate relationship management systems so you can use  the technology to organize, automate and synchronize the attraction, communication, and management of talent. Remember to take a multi-channel approach to social media recruitment. Never Underestimate the Power of Referrals: Having your current employees refer their friends, family, or past colleagues, classmates, etc. goes a long way in helping companies save time, money, and improves brand awareness. People like working with their friends. Referrals stay on the job longer. Jobvite states that 4 in 10 job seekers have found their “favorite or best” job  through personal connections. More job seekers today understand the value of having a referral in a competitive job market. You can add “get referred” buttons to job postings on careers sites. When job seekers click the button, they can identify who among their LinkedIn connections or Facebook friends currently works at your company, and can send a referral request to them.Consider Software Assistance:  Again, without promoting any particular company, keep in mind that some recruiters are employing  social media dashboards that provide them with data to see when new candidates are interacting with their firms, providing streamlined online assessment tools, social and mobile capabilities, and can help them tell if present employees are ranking, sharing, or recommending candidates to your firm, or providing analytics on how your social media and recruiting efforts are stacking up. There are a NUMBER of companies that offer software assistance in social recruiting and many can help you benchmark candidates’ soft and hard skills against large populations of other candidates before they apply for jobs. Some have gamification components that make it a fun way for candidates to apply for jobs. Many are using apps like Vine, Snapchat, Twitter, Google+, in addition to LinkedIn, and Facebook – in fact, Jobvite reports - 76% of social job seekers found their current position through Facebook.Others enable recruiters to screen for particular skills so hiring managers can focus on cultural fit and other qualifications and yet others help screen applicants in myriad ways. Some recruiting platforms have added video interviewing components as well. Today’s software not only can help your company provide informational blogs or videos that engage applicants & sell the company to candidates, it can help sort, rank, and filter, video interviews and check candidates’ references in order to streamline the hiring process.Measure your success; not in likes or shares – BUT IN BUSINESS OUTCOMES – HAS YOUR USE OF SOCIAL MEDIA helped improve the quality of candidate?  Measure whether or not your social media or mobile recruitment efforts have increased employee engagement numbers and or have lead to better, more engaged hires who stay longer.Before I forget, you can follow my Facebook fan page where I’ll be sharing links to some of the things we’ve discussed – particular the Vines from Voith. If you have any case studies you’d like to share please connect with me on Twitter and Facebook, some of you have already reached out on LinkedIn and I do appreciate that. I’d love to hear from you about what you’re using –what your challenges are. They may appear in future articles I’m writing about on this topic – I’m always writing about this topic!Thanks so much for your time and I sincerely hope it helps!If we have any time I can take some questions.
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Final Thoughts

• Social Media is not a fad, piece of technology or a networking site

• It’s a shift in the way we communicating and interacting that’s 

here to stay 

• Organizations and Individuals who are successful in Social Media 

• Define their goals

• Define their audience 

• Define and follow best practices and Rules of Engagement

• Train those expected to uphold them by planning for success 

and preparing for Crisis 

• Plan for Success and Prepare for Crisis 

Andrew Morton- SHRM
Andrew.Morton@shrm.org

mailto:Andrew.Morton@shrm.org
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THANK YOU!!! 

-Andrew Morton
Director of Social Engagement, SHRM
@SHRMSocial   
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